
The Brightest Little Star Project 

                   
Blanket KitsBlanket Kit Instructions

These sweet blankets are given to families to keep as a special 
memory blanket if their loved little one passes away.  We also 
provide them for babies who spend several weeks in the NICU.

1. Place fabric right sides together and pin.

2. Using a 5/8 seam allowance stitch around the blanket leaving 
an opening about 6 inches wide in the middle of one of the 
edges – not at a point.  Opening should be big enough to �t 
your hand through since you will be using it to turn the blanket 
right side out.

3. Turn blanket ride side out and push corners into a point.

4. Iron blanket taking special care with the seams.  Turn under 
the edges of the opening and press so it is easier to stitch closed.  

5. Stitch around blanket to close the opening using presser foot 
as a guide.  You do not want to use 5/8 allowance here because 
you may miss catching the opening.  Feel free to use a decora-
tive stitch!

6. Cut out star and remove backing.  Place in one of the corners 
then remove and iron that spot with a warm iron.  Place star back 
in place and iron for a few moments making sure star is secure.  
You can add additional stars if you have extra material.  This is 
our favorite part!

7. Machine or hand stitch around the star to secure it in place. 
The star can be applied to the front of the blanket before stitch-
ing both sides together if you do not want to show the stitching 
on the other side.

8. Return �nished blankets to Stonemountain & Daughter Fabrics 
located at 2518 Shattuck Avenue in Berkeley.  Be sure to sign a 
few gift cards (�rst name only is suggested).  

9. Thank you! Please call Suzan Steinberg at 
Stonemountain & Daughter at 510. 845. 6106 or
e-mail at fabriclady3@gmail.com.
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Turn right side out.

22” x 22“(Small)
30” x 30“ (Medium)
36” x 36” (Large)



Star patterns for BLS Blanket and Scent Doll



The Brightest Little Star Project 
Scent Doll Kits

Scent Doll instructions
1. Fold the square (22” x 22“) in half across one diagonal 
(right sides together) to make a triangular shape.

2. Sew the edges with a 5/8” seam allowance, leaving an 
opening about 6 inches wide in the middle of one of the 
edges– not at a point. So you can turn it right side out.

3. Turn it right side out and push out the corners.

4. Form a ball of poly �ber �ll about 3” in diameter to be 
used for the head. Fold long side of triangle in half and 
mark in pencil on fold. Use this marking to correctly 
position the head. Reach inside of the doll, place ball of 
poly �ber �ll, and gather the fabric around the base of 
the head to form the neck of the doll. Tie securely with 
all six strands of embroidery �oss, wrapping the �oss 
around the neck two times. Fasten this well so that the 
baby won’t get tangled in any threads. Trim away any 
loose ends of thread.

5. Top stitch the sides of the doll (the two shorter sides 
of the triangle, not the head side). Use a decorative 
machine stitch, if you have one. This stitching should 
close the opening you left for turning.

Turn
right side 
out.
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4 1/4”

8 1/4”

Hat for Scent Doll

Cut 1

FOLD

Hat Pattern for Scent Doll

Actual size



The Brightest Little Star Project 
Scent Doll Kits

Scent Doll instructions (continued)
6. Fold hat up (to the inside) about 1/2” along the 
bottom edge of the hat.

7. Turn right sides together and sew the long edges 
together, starting with the bottom edge (that you have 
top stitched). Turn right side out. Try hat on doll – you 
may have to make adjustments if the hat is too large.

8. Hand stitch the hat to the head using a buttonhole 
stitch or any other stitch that will �rmly hold the hat to 
the head. (These will be washed in the hospital, so sew 
them well.)

9. Tie a simple knot on the top of the hat and at the end 
of each of arm.

10. Cut star out of provided fabric. Peel backing and iron 
star onto scent doll body on lower half of body. There is 
no right or wrong place. Sew around the star with the 
machine or hand stitch to secure.

11. Return �nished dolls to Stonemountain & Daughter 
Fabrics located at 2518 Shattuck Avenue in Berkeley and 
be sure to sign a few gift cards (�rst name only is 
suggested).

12. Thank you!
Please call Suzan Steinberg at 
Stonemountain & Daughter at 510. 845. 6106 or
e-mail at fabriclady3@gmail.com.
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knot


